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Thank you for the opportunity to read and review your manuscript. Title: [Empirical Paper] Product Development of Digital Platform for Mental Health During Pregnancy Period: ‘Get Well Mom’. I hope my comments assist in the revision process.

The idea and research is very interesting.

Overall, your manuscript would improve from an English proofread as some sentences need improving in the English language. The manuscript should be restructured in terms of the sections to help the flow and sequence of the article and help the reader get the whole picture. It is essential to include a discussion section of the results while a stronger discussion is needed.

In the introduction I would advise the authors to add more references in terms of covid-19 but also relevant literature from previous studies that supports the need of this app. In the research methodology I would suggest that the profile of the audience that you were trying to reach through ads is more clear but also the profile should come before the presentation of the ads in the manuscript so the reader can have a whole picture.

I hope my recommendations help you revise your manuscript accordingly.